Introduction
The subject of this paper is a single "smart" customer seeking self-optimization in an M/G/1 queueing system. Upon arrival our customer is made aware of the current state of the system and the monetary reward he will attain through completion of service. While all other customers join the queue unconditionally, our customer may choose between three alternatives: he may Enter the queue or Leave the system right away (which are the two standard alternatives used in previous models such as Yechiali [7] , Adiri and Yechiali [1] , Stidham [5] , and others) or he may Wait outside the queue, monitor the system and defer his final decision-as to whether to Enter the queue or to Leave-to a later stage. While monitoring the development of the system, he reconsiders his status at each service completion, at which time he can again choose between the three alternatives-Enter, Leave, or Wait. Once he decides to Enter or to Leave, his decision is irrevocable and no further actions are taken.
There is a different cost for standing in line and waiting out of it. The decision of the customer is based on his concrete cost-benefit analysis and he reaches his conclusion on the basis of his narrow self-interest.
In contrast to exponential-service models, when dealing with general service time, we have to consider two phases of decisions. The first is the decision upon arrival. It depends on the number of customers queueing as well as on the outstanding service time of the customer being served (in [3] we derive an explicit formula for the conditional expectation of this outstanding service time given the number of customers present). If the customer chooses the "Waiting outside the queue" option, the second phase initiates and actions are then taken each time a service is completed. These actions depend on the queue size only. Let Uj(i) be the value of an optimal policy for the n-period horizon starting from state i. That is to say, either E or L action must be taken within n steps.
We have In terms of the Vn(i), (3) takes the form 
U0(i)
V(i) =min(i, c + E ak V('-I+ k),f) (I <i < x).
k=O
(ii) The stationary policy which takes the action minimizing the right-hand side of (7) is an optimal policy. REMARK. (i) In case of ties we postulate the following transitive relation: L is preferable to E which is preferable to W.
Our aim now is to show that for both finite and infinite horizons the optimal policy of an individual customer is a 3-region policy as follows:
For any n-period horizon (0 < n < ox) there exist natural numbers sn and tn (sn < tn < oX) such that if the queue size i is not greater than Sn the optimal action is E; if i > tn the optimal action is L, and if sn < i < tn the optimal action is W. We establish these facts by the method of successive approximation using the following theorem: Since Ti is bounded by the time it takes the queue to empty (i busy periods) then E(T1) < i/(l -P) < ox. Thus, limn o0P(Tj > n) = 0, which completes the proof. Lemma 4 establishes that an optimal policy is a 3-region policy. However, the 3-region policy may degenerate to a simple 2-region policy where it is never optimal to exercise the W option. We now find the conditions under which a nondegenerate 3-region policy strictly improves the 2-region policy (with only the E and L options) assumed in all previous individual optimization studies. Theorem 6 also gives rise to a computational procedure that identifies an optimal stationary 3-region policy when searching through only a finite set of candidates (see ?6).
We emphasize that all our results are applicable to any model with transition probabilities (1) and cost structure (2) or (5), where the sequence {a }) need not be of the specific form of the M/GI/1 model. We summarize the results in a general framework which will be used later. 
Analysis of Phase I
The analysis of Phase I differs from that of Phase II as it depends on the outstanding service time, R, of the customer being served when X arrives and finds i > 1 customers in the system. We denote this state by i.
We develop recursive formulae from which the optimal decision at instant of arrival can be obtained. 
The following is a procedure to calculate the optimal policy at instants of arrival, assuming {aj)}]? 0 and p are given. (See [3] for recursive formulae of aj in various M/GI/ 1 models.)
Step 1. Calculate { V(i)}) ? by successive approximation via V (i) (Theorem 2). As shown in ?3 the optimal policy at instants of service completion is a 3-region policy, say, 77 (s00 too).
Step (1 < i < to).
Numerical results for various queueing models are presented in ?7. We note that in all our calculations the optimal policies are found to be of the 3-region type not only for Phase II (as derived analytically) but for Phase I as well. This is probably due to the monotone failure rate property of the service distributions considered. The problem of deriving conditions under which a 3-region policy is optimal at Phase I remains open. 1 (B > A),  (c) if c < 1-p, 0 is the only F-state. We describe now a procedure to calculate the optimal policy in this particular M/M/1 model. We assume that c < 1. Since, otherwise, an optimal procedure has no W-states and the solution is trivial.
The
The procedure is based on the observation that any 3-region policy g(s,t) with t -s > 2 can be regarded as a Gambler's Ruin Problem (Feller [2, pp. 344, 348] 
Numeric Results
We present some numerical results (Tables 1-5) 
